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• A fine-grained parallelism for intra prediction based on GPU is proposed.
• It is the first to promote intra prediction to pixel-level parallelism based on GPU.
• A new regular prediction formula is presented for parallelism.
• Two optimized encoding orders are adopted for multi-levels parallelism.
• An efficient self-synchronizing method is presented for task scheduling.
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a b s t r a c t

Intra-frame prediction is an important time-consuming component of the widely used H.264/AVC
encoder. To speed up prediction, one promising direction is to introduce parallelism and there have
been many heterogeneous many-core based approaches proposed. But most of these approaches are
limited by their use of highly irregular prediction formulas, which require significant amount of branch
instructions. They only use coarse-grained parallel partition, which considers blocks or sub-region of
images as parallel processing units. In this paper, by contrast, we propose a fine-grained intra-frame
prediction approach based on parallel partition (FIPIP) and implement it on Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)
based heterogeneous many-core systems. The approach is characterized by the following aspects. First,
our approach takes individual pixels as parallel processing units, instead of blocks. Imposing pixel-level
parallelism is capable of fully exploiting the computational power of heterogeneous GPU-based systems
and hence tremendously reduces the encoding time. Second, we unify irregular prediction formulas in
intra-frameprediction into awell-designeduniformone, andpropose a table-lookupmethod to efficiently
perform intra-frame prediction. Our formula can eliminate unnecessary branch instructions by using a
unified predictor array, which improves the efficiency of the fine-grained parallel partition significantly.
Third, two optimized encoding orders assisted by an improved combined frame strategy are adopted to
implement multi-level parallelism. Finally, an efficient self-synchronizing method is realized for fine-
grained task scheduling on heterogeneous CPU–GPU architecture. We apply FIPIP to encode a set of
benchmark videos under varying conditions and compare it with other popular intra-frame prediction
methods. Results show that FIPIP outperforms existing state-of-the-art work with speedups factor of
2–6.
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1. Introduction

H.264/MPEG-4 Part 10 or Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [1] is the
most widely used standard for video compression. It was proposed
by the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) together with the
ISO/IEC JTC1 Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). The encoder is
characterized by the use of multiple references frames, improved
motion estimation, and pixel-wise intra-frame prediction (intra
prediction for short), etc. As the key component of H.264/AVC,
intra prediction is one of most time-consuming steps in the
whole pipeline of H.264/AVC. The software Joint Model (JM) [2]
suggested by H.264 employs rate-distortion optimization [3] (RDO)
to decide the optimal intra mode. Intra prediction with RDO can
achieve good trade-off between encoding rate and compression
distortion. As a result, the complexity and computation load
increase drastically, because the encoder needs to calculate all
predictionmodes exhaustively to find the best one for a 4×4 pixels
block.

In this paper, we investigate how to speed up intra prediction
for encoding generic videos by using heterogeneous GPU-based
many-core systems. In the literature, there have beenmany efforts
in this direction. For example, Milani proposed to use spatial
correlation between adjacent blocks to select a reduced set of
prediction modes according to their probabilities, which were
estimated adopting a belief-propagation procedure, and finally
speed up the mode decision progress [4]. Pan et al. and Tsai et al.
instead used the relationship between textures and prediction
modes [5,6]. Other researchers implemented intra prediction on
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) [7,8] with the Compute Unified
Device Architecture (CUDA) [9]. Diversified research works [7,9,10]
have been done for coarse-grained intra prediction parallelism
at frame-level, slice-level or block-level, which have obtained
considerable speedups. However, the advantages of many-core
resources such as GPUs are still not fully taken into account,
because these methods usually employ a single thread to process
one unit (such as a 4 × 4 block, a slice formed of several blocks,
or even a frame). Note that a thread is the basic parallel unit
of CUDA. All threads in the same grid execute the same kernel
code simultaneously. To improve the parallelism degree further,
a fine-grained parallel partition over pixel-level, instead of block-
level, is potentially a good choice. This fine-grained parallelism,
however, is likely to generate large amount of branches, and hence
requires complex design. Other concerns include that several kinds
of constraints over threads posed by the H.264 standard must be
satisfied during encoding, which challenges the model of Single
Instruction Multiple Threads (SIMT) of CUDA.

To address the aforementioned issues, we propose a fine-
grained intra-frame prediction approach based on parallel partition
(FIPIP) which aims to parallelize intra prediction at pixel-level on
GPU-based many-core systems. To implement FIPIP, we present
a unified formula to describe the prediction modes. We also
propose a table-lookup based algorithm to efficiently eliminate
the branches, which makes fine-grained parallelism much more
efficient. Moreover, two encoding orders are presented to enable
block-level parallelism to improve the parallelism degree further.
Meanwhile, we introduce a combined frame strategy to sew
some frames together to make a bigger frame for frame-level
parallelism. Moreover, an efficient self-synchronizing method
is realized for fine-grained task scheduling on heterogeneous
CPU–GPU architecture.

By focusing on fine-grained parallelism, while cooperating
with the other aforementioned methods, the proposed intra
prediction method is capable of achieving high performance on
heterogeneous GPU-based systems. The presented work is based
on our previous work [11] and extends it by the following
additions: (1) a 5-step sorting algorithm for the existing fast

mode decision; (2) a selective encoding order neglecting intra
modes 3 and 7; (3) more discussion about self-synchronizing task
scheduling; (4) a more detailed evaluation on twomore platforms,
on frame combination, detailed speed-ups, and detailed PSNR and
bit rate losses; (5) more introduction about the related work.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first discuss
the related work in Section 2, and introduce the background of
intra prediction and CUDA architecture in Section 3. Section 4
analyzes the problems existing inmulti-level parallelismmethods.
The proposed fine-grained parallel intra prediction is discussed
in Section 5 in detail. The presented approach is evaluated in
Section 6. Last,we conclude this paper and remark the futureworks
in Section 7.

2. Related work

H.264 was approved as the video coding standard in 2003.
Since then, lots of ways to accelerate the processing speed have
emerged [7,12,13]. These solutions fall into two categories.

The first category reduces the computational overhead of the
intra prediction, and is called fast mode decision. Pan et al. [5] built
an edge map and a local edge direction histogram for each block
by Sobel edge operators and chose the candidate modes according
to their statistics. In a similar way, Tsai et al. [6] introduced
an intensity gradient to select a subset of prediction modes.
In [4], Milani S. proposed a method to determine the candidate
modes based on their probabilities, by using belief-propagation.
Researchers have also studied the transform domain as well as
the pixel domain. Chen et al. [14] converted intra prediction from
the pixel domain to the transform domain by matrix manipulation
in order to obtain the transform domain predictions for various
intra modes. Furthermore, [15] adopted the differences in the low
frequency region to represent the total distortion of one 4 × 4
block. In [16], the authors even applied Support Vector Machines
for Regression to intra prediction to improve the performance of
H.264. Although the fastmode decision based solutionsmentioned
above have achieved good performance, they are limited to the
serial computational process over CPU.

The second category for accelerating intra prediction is called
parallel intra prediction. It is emerging in recent years and
performs much faster than the ones with the fast mode decision
mentioned above, asmore andmore parallelism-specific hardware
devices (such as GPUs, streamprocessors and VLSI (Very Large Scale
Integration) architectures) and related technologies spring up.

Fig. 2(d) shows a parallel intra prediction method by using
an improved 10-step encoding order presented in [7,8]. It breaks
through the restriction of a macroblock, which improves the
GPU-based parallelism degree of the intra prediction. Fig. 2(c)
depicts a 7-step order presented and used in [7,9]. These works
promote the intra prediction to a higher parallelism degree by
dividing a frame into a number of slices. Inside a macroblock, the
7-step order can improve the parallelism obviously. However,
some prediction modes are reduced in this method, which
decreases the quality of service to some extent. Ren et al. [10]
presented a new real-time encoding method by applying stream
processing model. Meanwhile, the 7-step encoding order is also
used for high parallelism. It focuses on video sequenceswith 1080p
resolution.

The aforementioned researches apply some revised encoding
orders, which result in some loss of video quality. Moreover, the
parallelism strategies used are still coarse-grained, which limits
the speedup.

Aside from GPUs, some other many-core devices are also
applied for the acceleration of the intra prediction. VLSI processors
and stream processors are typical representatives. Wu et al. [12]
implemented intra prediction on various stream processors by
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Fig. 1. Intra prediction of 4 × 4 block. (a) 4 × 4 block and its neighboring predictors. (b) Eight modes and the corresponding directions.

rewriting the X264 encoding in high-level language without
special hardware/algorithm support. The experimental results
showed that the presented approach can achieve significant
speedup over the original X264 encoder on various programmable
architectures such as X86,MIPS (Microprocessorwithout interlocked
piped stages), DSP (Digital Signal Processor). Huang et al. [17]
designed and implemented a VLSI based processor to reduce the
process time of intra prediction with lots of parallel optimization
measures. And in [18], Lin et al. applied the fast mode decision to
the VLSI architecture, and introduced the sum of absolute integer
transformed differences (SAITD) as part of intra prediction.

Overall, although many GPU based approaches have been
proposed, fine-grained parallelism solutions are still very rare
because of the high irregularity of intra prediction formulas and
significant branch instructions.

The proposed algorithm in this paper is quite different frompre-
vious work. We propose a CUDA-based intra prediction algorithm
that adopts the fine-grained parallel partition such as pixel-level
and mode-level, whereas most conventional implementations on
GPU only involve block-level or slice-level. Unlike existing works
that only used single thread to deal with one block in the predic-
tion, we employ two new encoding orders which utilize 64 threads
for one block.

3. Background

3.1. RD optimized intra prediction in H.264

According to H.264, a frame can be divided into one or more
slices, and each slice consists of many macroblocks whose size
is 16 × 16 pixels. One macroblock can be further divided into
sixteen 4 × 4 blocks or four 8 × 8 blocks. In each slice, intra
prediction is performed in a raster scan order. The later blocks
cannot be processed before the earlier ones in the same slice,
but this restriction does not exist for blocks of different slices.
H.264 supports three kinds of prediction strategies: intra-4 × 4,
intra-8 × 8 and intra-16 × 16, which correspond to block size
of 4 × 4 (subblock), 8 × 8 (subblock) and 16 × 16 (macroblock)
pixels respectively. Among them, the intra-4 × 4 has the most
complexity and is the most time-consuming one. For the intra-
8 × 8 and intra-16 × 16, they have only four prediction modes.
Their complexity is relative low, which makes them easy to be
implemented. However, the intra-4×4 has nine predictionmodes
and the predictions are very different from each other, whichmake
it very difficult to implement them, especially in parallel on GPUs.
Many research works have been done to improve the efficiency of
the intra-4×4 [4,6,7,9]. However, this is still far from the idea goal.

Here, we pay most attention to promoting intra prediction to a
novel fine-grained level by improving the parallelism of the intra-
4×4. For the intra-8×8 and intra-16×16,we do similar to existing
work [6,7].

H.264 intra prediction uses the spatial correlation with neigh-
boring macro blocks for prediction, i.e., a current macro block is
predicted from the neighboring pixels of the previously recon-
structedmacro blocks. For the intra-4×4 prediction, as depicted in

Fig. 1(a), 16 pixels of a 4× 4 block are predicted by 13 neighboring
reconstructed pixels (predictors). H.264 adopts 8 oriented modes,
as shown in Fig. 1(b), and a special mode (mode 2) called DC. All
these modes consider spatial correlation fully.

Only one mode will be chosen to encode the block using the
RDO technique, which is the mode decision. RDO is widely used in
many kinds of compression standards, and it is also an important
part for mode decision in H.264. RDO makes a good tradeoff
between the bit rate and the distortion for the encoded videos. The
encoder computes the Lagrangian cost for each of the 9 modes as
follows

RDvalue = Distortion + λ ∗ Rate (1)

where Distortion is the difference between original pixel block
and the predicted one which is computed by the sum of absolute
transformed difference (SATD) using the Hadamard transform. Rate
means the estimated bit costs of the header information. And λ is a
constant value which balances the distortion cost with the bit rate
for different kinds of videos. The mode with the minimum cost is
chosen as the optimummode.

3.2. GPU features

GPUs are many-core co-processors and are capable of handling
large scale parallelization by cooperating with CPUs. With large
memory bandwidth and multithread capacity, it is attractive for
tasks with intensive computation. To make GPUs more accessible
for general purpose tasks, NVIDIA created a parallel computing
platform and programming model, CUDA [19,20].

In the CUDA architecture, GPU is modeled by the SIMT
architecture. SIMT instructions can specify the execution and
branching behavior of a single thread. A scalable array of multi-
threaded StreamingMultiprocessors (SMs) is available in CUDA, and
each SM has multiple scalar processors (SPs). All SPs in a SM handle
the same instruction simultaneously. Threads are scheduled in a
unit of 32 threads called awarp. In practice, a halfwarp (16 threads)
is often the primitive schedule unit for one SM.

A program running on CPU launches a kernelwhich consists of a
sequence of instructions to access GPU devices. In general, threads
are grouped into thread blocks whose sizes are decided by the
programmer. Each thread block is mapped into a SM and grouped
inwarps. If awarp includesmultiple branches in the instruction set,
different threads must wait for each other, which hurts running
efficiency. Therefore we need to eliminate the branches in intra
prediction by removing irregular prediction formulas.

CUDA has a three-level memory structure, i.e., global memory,
shared memory and registers. These memories have different
tradeoffs between capacity and speed of access. Among them, the
global memory has the biggest memory capacity but the highest
access delay, while the registers have the smallest capacity but the
lowest access delay. Shared memories have intermediate capacity
and access speed which makes it often a good choice to improve
the efficiency of applications.

There are constraints for memories access. Every thread in
CUDA has its own registers which other threads cannot access.
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(a) Basic sequential
order.

(b) 10-step order. (c) 7-step order. (d) Improved 10-step order.

Fig. 2. Intra prediction 4 × 4 block encoding orders in H.264.

Shared memory is only visible to all threads of the same thread
block. For global memory, the time cost of access is really high.
We must reduce the number of the global memory calls. So we
must take care of different features of different memories when
we implement the novel fine-grained parallel mechanism for intra
prediction.

Generally, in this paper, we pay most attention to two afore-
mentioned features of GPU, although it hasmany others. One is the
special memory structure of GPU, and the other is the SIMT archi-
tecture with many kernels. They will be discussed later along with
the presentation of our proposed approach in more detail.

3.3. Traditional parallel solution on GPUs

Previous efforts usually implement intra prediction on GPUs
with coarse-grained parallelism. They take slices or blocks as pro-
cessing units and rearrange the encoding order of blocks in a frame
to increase the degree of parallelism. There exist four possible en-
coding orders as shown in Fig. 2. Each square with a number de-
notes a macroblock that contains 4 × 4 pixels. The numbers in
those figures indicate the encoding order of the corresponding 4×4
blocks. Sequential order is adopted as a standard in most serial in-
tra prediction methods (see Fig. 2(a)). Kung et al. first presented
a 10-step order as a parallel scheme [8] (see Fig. 2(b)). Su et al.
utilized a 7-step method [9] to reduce data correlation between
blocks and hence increase the degree of parallelism (see Fig. 2(c)).
Cheung et al. [7] proposed to break the limitation of macroblock in
the traditional 10-step encoding order (see Fig. 2(d)). Among these
encoding orders, the 7-step order brings the encoded videos some
quality losses, as well as the improved 10-step order.

4. Problem analysis

By aforementioned existing coarse-grainedparallelism schemes,
the intra prediction implemented on GPUs has almost reached
its performance limitation. The introduction of fine-grained par-
allelism into intra prediction, such as mode-level or pixel-level, is
imperative and necessary to overcome this bottleneck. Further, by
combining coarse-grained with fine-grained parallel intra predic-
tionwe can better exploit the capability ofmany-core resources on
GPUs.

What are the major problems that impede progress?
We take mode 2 (DC) and mode 3 as examples to explain the

situations. Here, the situation of mode 2 is special, while mode
3 has a similar situation as other modes except mode 2. So the
discussion about the two modes can cover the whole 9 modes.

Table 1 shows the prediction formulas ofmode 2. The prediction
value is the mean value of the adjacent available predictors.
However, some special cases appear on the boundary where some
adjacent predictors are unavailable for prediction. For example, for
the blocks along the left edge of an image, the predictors of the left
side (I, J, K and L) are unavailable.

However, the mode 3 (see Table 2) is quite different from the
mode 2. We see that the prediction values of different pixels are

Table 1
Formulas for prediction in mode 2 (DC).

Available predictors Prediction formula

Upper side (A + B + C + D + 2) ≫ 2
Both sides (A+B+C +D+ I + J +K + L+4) ≫ 3
Left side (I + J + K + L + 2) ≫ 2
None 128

≫: left shift operation.

Table 2
Formulas for prediction in mode 3.

Position Prediction formula

(0, 0) (A + (B ≪ 1) + C + 2) ≫ 2
(0, 1) (1, 0) (B + (C ≪ 1) + D + 2) ≫ 2
(0, 2) (1, 1) (2, 0) (C + (D ≪ 1) + E + 2) ≫ 2
(0, 3) (1, 2) (2, 1) (3, 0) (D + (E ≪ 1) + F + 2) ≫ 2
(1, 3) (2, 2) (3, 1) (E + (F ≪ 1) + G + 2) ≫ 2
(2, 3) (3, 2) (F + (G ≪ 1) + H + 2) ≫ 2
(3, 3) (G + H ∗ 3 + 2) ≫ 2

≪: right shift operation.

calculated by different prediction equations in the same block.
Those formulas are based on the direction of this mode. Each pixel
refers to a related predictor according to corresponding direction
and current position in a block.

In general, there are twomajor issues for intra-4×4 predictions,
which make the intra prediction parallelism difficult.

(1) Branch instructions. As aforementioned, there are many di-
versified formulas for all different modes, which will bring a
number of logic branches into the intra prediction implemen-
tation. The formulas inmode 3 (see Table 2) have similar forms.
However, different formulas have different predictions. More-
over, in different modes, the formulas are very different. Even
inside a mode, the formulas for different positions are also
very different. In general, the predictors are determined by
both themode and the pixel position.We havementioned that
one CUDA thread is in charge of one pixel prediction in our
fine-grained strategy. If all these prediction formulas are im-
plemented according to their original forms, obviously, a lot
of branch instructions will be produced in threads. In other
words, different threads will have different logic flows. As we
all know, branches in awarp are always big obstacles for CUDA
to deal with, because CUDAwill carry out all different branches
sequentially among all threads in the thread block, which leads
to unnecessary time cost. This kind of trouble is the major bot-
tleneck when we try to promote the intra prediction paral-
lelism to fine-grained level. So a new approach that eliminates
the branches is urgently needed.

(2) Particular spatial dependency.We previouslymentioned that
the predictors which a current encoding block should refer
usually fall on four blocks around it (see Fig. 1(a)). However,
two exceptional cases should be noticed.
• Special blocks marked in gray in Fig. 2(a). At the upper-

right of the block, there are no predictors for the intra pre-
dictions of the blocks according to the specific order. To solve
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Fig. 3. Four conditions on the boundary. Some of predictors are absent for those blocks.

this problem, a suggested solution is made by H.264, which
copies the value of the fourth pixel of the top side predictors
to the upper right side predictors. For example, in Fig. 1(a),
the values of ‘E’ to ‘H’ should equal the value of ‘D’ in such sit-
uation. In other words, such blocks should be differentiated
from other normal blocks. This specific constraint posed by
H.264 standard complicates the issue further.

• Boundary blocks (see Fig. 3). For those blocks along some
boundary, some predictors are not available. In other words,
for some prediction formulas in intra prediction modes,
some predictors are absent. Therefore, we cannot make pre-
diction for them. However, formode 2, there is an exception.
Different formulas can be selected according to the different
absence of predictions (see Table 1).

In general, some special blocks that need to be particularly
processed should be identified. This is one of key steps to make
fine-grained parallelism successful and efficient.

To address the above two issues, we need to find a solution
to make these irregular prediction formulas and particular spatial
dependencies more uniform to make the GPU-based fine-grained
parallelism possible and efficient.

5. Proposed parallel intra prediction

In this section, we present a fine-grained parallel partition
for intra prediction on CUDA. It is also combined with a revised
coarse-grained parallelism to further improve the efficiency of
intra prediction.

In the following, we show how to promote parallelism of the
intra prediction to fine-grained level based GPU by using CUDA.
Section 5.1 discusses how to eliminate the branch instructions
caused by diversified prediction formulas. Then, Section 5.2
presents some methods to improve the parallelism degree of
block-level and frame-level. We introduce the task scheduling on
heterogeneous CPU–GPU systems in Section 5.3, and discuss some
tradeoff problems in Section 5.4.

5.1. Fine-grained parallelism

A natural solution for eliminating branch instructions is
to convert the diverse prediction formulas into uniform ones,
although this is a big challenge for intra prediction. Following
this idea, we transfer the prediction formulas of H.264 and the
predictor arrays, and then propose an efficient table lookup based
algorithm.

We study all intra prediction formulas and find that it is possible
to divide all of them into four classes as follows, when we use U, V
and W to denote some predictors of A–M (seen in Fig. 1(a))

pred(x, y,m) = U (2)
pred(x, y,m) = (U + V + 1) ≫ 1 (3)
pred(x, y,m) = (U + V ∗ 3 + 2) ≫ 2 (4)
pred(x, y,m) = (U + (V ≪ 1) + W + 2) ≫ 2 (5)

U, V and W are decided by variables of (x, y,m). (x, y) is the
position of the predicted pixel. m means the mode number.
pred(x, y,m)denotes the value of the predicted pixel (x, y)with the
modem. Although for different pixels in different modes, U, V and
W are different predictors, we can always find a suitable one from
Eqs. (2)–(5) for a specific pixel in a specific mode (except mode
2) with proper predictors. For example, for the position (0, 1) in
Table 2, Eq. (5) is suitable when U, V and W are set to B, C and D
respectively. And for (3, 3), Eq. (4) is suitable by setting U and V to
be G and H respectively.

Note that mode 2 is an exception. We cannot categorize it
into any of the aforementioned classes. To solve this trouble,
we compute the predicted value separately and store it as an
independent variable named DC. Therefore, the formula (2) can be
used for mode 2, where all prediction values in a block are inferred
in the same way.

Eqs. (2)–(5) can be rewritten as follows, respectively,

pred(x, y,m) = (U + U + U + U + 2) ≫ 2 (6)
pred(x, y,m) = (U + U + V + V + 2) ≫ 2 (7)
pred(x, y,m) = (U + V + V + V + 2) ≫ 2 (8)
pred(x, y,m) = (U + V + V + W + 2) ≫ (9)

which share the same unified form:

pred(x, y,m) = (P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + 2) ≫ 2. (10)

Herein, P1, P2, P3 and P4 are some ones of A–M shown in Fig. 1(a)
or DC values for mode 2.

Now we discuss how to estimate the correspondence between
individual pixels at (x, y), mode m and P1, P2, P3 and P4 exactly.
This correspondence determines how to select specific values from
predictors A–M and DC for different Pi (i = 1–4) according to
different modes.

We first introduce a new organization method for the predic-
tors. In previous research work [7–9], the predictors for each sub-
block are organized as in Fig. 4(a), where the subscripts p,m and n
can be obtained by Eqs. (11). A–M denote the predictors shown in
Fig. 1(a).

n = the width of the frame/4
m = the height of the frame/4 (11)
p = MIN{m, n}.

For Mi (i = 1 ∼ p), in the previous work, the number of blocks
which can be processed in parallel does not extend the smaller
value of m and n, so p is the minimum of them. Generally, all
predictors are stored in three arrays: one forMi, one for Ij ∼ Lj (j =

1 ∼ m), and one for the rest.
Obviously, by the traditional organization of predictor arrays,

due to their non-uniform styles, we still face a serious challenge to
realize the parallelism of the intra prediction in fine-grained level
efficiently. In order to make parallelization easier, we introduce
a unified two-dimensional predictor array, as shown in Fig. 4(b),
where p and A–M are the same ones in Fig. 4(a) respectively.
DC is the mean value in mode 2, calculated according to the
availability of predictors each time (see Table 1). Some positions
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Fig. 4. Organizations of (a) the traditional predictor arrays and (b) the proposed unified predictor array.

Table 3
The index table for the lookup of predictor array.

x 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
y 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

Mode 0

8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11
8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11
8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11
8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11 8 9 10 11

. . .

Mode 2

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Mode 3

8 9 10 11 9 10 11 12 10 11 12 13 11 12 13 14
9 10 11 12 10 11 12 13 11 12 13 14 12 13 14 15
9 10 11 12 10 11 12 13 11 12 13 14 12 13 14 15

10 11 12 13 11 12 13 14 12 13 14 15 13 14 15 15

. . .

are represented by ‘/’, which means that the corresponding
positions are reserved for aligning the predictor array. By this
design, all predictors are organized and stored in a very regular
two-dimensional array with size of p × 16. This will provide easy
access for GPU threads in parallel.

Moreover, the index of predictors in the array for different
modes and pixel position will be stored in an index table whose
size is 4 × 9(modes) × 16(pixels) (see Table 3). We demonstrate
three exemplarmodes and their tables in Table 3. By looking up the
table, the irregular access of prediction formulaswill be eliminated.
Given amodem and a pixel location (x, y), we can obtain the index
by

index = m × 64 + y × 4 + x + k × 16 (12)

where k is 0, 1, 2 and 3 corresponding to P1, P2, P3 and P4 in formula
(10) respectively. Once we have solved the indexes of Pi (i =

1–4), we can use them to look up the unified predictor array in
Fig. 4(b) to query the values of Pi, and then obtain pred by the
formula (10).

According to the above strategy, a new algorithm based on
lookup table is presented in this paper. It canmove intra prediction
to a novel fine-grained parallelism stage. Algorithm 1 displays
the steps of the algorithm in detail. In this algorithm, the unified
instruction set with only a few branches is used for the predictions

of all pixels in a block. The branches brought by the diversified
forms of different formulas are transformed to the irregular visits
to the proposed unified predictor array. In other words, we
convert the irregularity of the logic of computation flow into the
irregularity of threads obtaining different predictor values from
the predictor array. To guarantee the access efficiency, the shared
memory, which is much faster than global memory, is used to save
the predictor units.

Note that the algorithm is processed by all threads in a thread
block. This improves over existing works which only employ a
single thread to handle all nine modes.

However, for one pixel, computing all nine modes is still
hard work. Fortunately, some fast ways have been proposed,
which prune candidate modes before making mode decision. This
strategy can reduce the computation cost while only introducing
very limited loss of quality. To the best of our knowledge, none
of these pruning methods have been combined with parallelism
algorithms.

Here, we integrate the fast mode decision algorithm from [6]
into our algorithm to prune the number of modes. As [6] shows,
the intensity gradient can filter the modes effectively based on
the probability information that mainly considers the spatial
correlation between adjacent blocks. We use it to remove five
modes in our algorithm.
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Fig. 5. 5-step algorithm. The left numbers are the steps of the algorithm. The
circles and the squares of each row hold the values of the intensity gradients of
the candidate modes.

Note that every mode is dealt by one CUDA thread in our
approach separately. This situation has never happened before in
existing research work which dealt all modes in one thread. In
this new situation, one big obstacle for parallelizing fast mode
decisions is how to select the four best modes from the eight
candidate modes based on the values of the intensity gradients
of them efficiently. Because mode 2 can usually guarantee good
efficiency, it is kept as the one of the best modes that we want.
Then only other three best modes are left to be selected.

Herewepropose a new5-step algorithm to select the three best,
as illustrated in Fig. 5. Every column (framed by dashed box and
labeled as Ti, i = 1–8) denotes one thread that has the value of
the intensity gradient of the candidate mode. The numbers on the
left are the steps of the algorithm. The circles and the squares of
each rowhold the values of the intensity gradients of the candidate
modes. The circle and the square which have the same number
inside are treated as a pair.

In each step, the thread of the circle and the one of the square in
the same pair exchange their values if necessary, to make sure that
the circle holds the smaller value. For example, in the step 1, T1 and
T5 constitute a pair. If the value of T5 is smaller than the one of T1,
exchange their values. If not, do nothing. For other pairs in the step
1, the operations are similar. Then we go to step 2, the members
of every pairs change, but the exchange rule keeps. Finally, the
circleswith the gray background are themodeswewant, while the
squares with the gray background are the ones to be removed. This
algorithm can assure that the T1–T3 have the best three modes
finally after 5 steps.

Although, the presented 5-step algorithm does not output the
exact order of the selected three candidate modes, it exactly

Fig. 6. The improved encoding orders. (a) The full encoding order. (b) The selective
encoding order.

meets the requirement of making fast mode decisions in this
preprocessing stage. Compared with some traditional sorting
algorithms, it obviously has higher efficiency and is more suitable
for CUDA kernel thread since it has few logical branches.

By applying the 5-step algorithm, for one pixel, only 4 modes
are left for the intra prediction (adding mode 2). So we can employ
64 threads to dealwith 4modes of 16 pixels in a block. The 4modes
are calculated in parallel. In other words, for a 4 × 4 block, 64
threads are enough by using the Algorithm 1. Recall that the warp
is the minimum scheduling unit whose size is 32 threads. Since
every 64 threads obey the SIMTmodel, the branch instructionswill
not appear in a warp and the performance will not be affected.
As aforementioned, in previous works [7–10], only one thread is
used for dealing with one block, the degree of the parallelism is
very limited. Compared with them, our proposed method with 64
threads for one block can improve the parallelism obviously.

5.2. Coarse-grained parallelism

Although the presented novel fine-grained parallelism strategy
can improve theperformance of intra prediction, it is still necessary
to take some coarse-grained parallelism into account. This can
improve the performance further.

Here, two improved encoding orders for 4 × 4 block are pre-
sented to realize block-level parallelism, and a combined frame
strategy to implement frame-level parallelism.
(1) Improved encoding orders

Fig. 6 shows two novel encoding orders which we presented
based on the improved 10-step order (see Fig. 2(d)). They can take
more advantage of GPUs.

The first one is called ‘‘full encoding order’’. This takes four out of
all nine candidate modes into account for each pixel. As illustrated
in Fig. 6(a), an encoding unit, which contains four block pairs (filled
with oblique stripes) is processed by one thread block in CUDA.
Why are four block pairs used in one encoding unit? Recall that
there are 64 threads that are applied for one block, as mentioned
in the part of showing 5-step algorithm in Section 5.1. But, in
CUDA, 256 threads are generally assigned to a thread block, so it
is appropriate to take four block pairs in one encoding unit which
is assigned to one thread block. In a block pair, the left block will
be processed first due to the dependence with the corresponding
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Table 4
Average degree of parallelism for 4 × 4 block-level.

Min Max Mean

CIF 1 72 40
1080p 1 270 173
2160p 1 540 345

right block, and then the right will be processed. In this way, the
encoding order is compatible with the H.264 standard.

Moreover, note that there are some fragmented units on the
boundaries of the frame, which have fewer block pairs (less than
four). To unify the process, some meaningless blocks are padded
to the frame to make every encoding unit have four block pairs. Of
course, padding the framewill bring some additional computation.
However, when the frame size is big enough, compared to the
computation overhead for the image, the one for the padding area
can be ignored. Moreover, we will introduce a combined frame
strategy later, which builds a larger frame by combining some
original frames. This strategy can reduce the negative effects of the
padding further.

We must pay particular attention to synchronize the predictor
units. As aforementioned (see Fig. 1(a)), the predictors for a
block are distributed inside four neighbor blocks. In other words,
a block usually produces predictors for the bottom left, lower,
bottom right and right blocks. Therefore, the RAW (read-after-
write) correlation should be noticed. To resolve the problem, the
nature synchronization feature between CUDA kernels, namely
self-synchronizing, is applied. We will discuss more about it
later.

As shown in Fig. 6(a), when the wavefront of the process
moves toward the bottom right, the number of thread blocks keeps
increasing in stage 1, then reaches a peak in stage 2, and finally
decreasing to one in stage 3.

The second encoding order is ‘‘selective encoding order’’ (see
Fig. 6(b)) that removes candidate mode 3 and mode 7 directly
in order to improve the efficiency of the encoding order. After
removing the 3 and 7 modes, the dependence between the two
blocks in the block pair of the full encoding order disappears. So the
encoding unit handled by one thread block degrades into a unit of
four blocksmarkedwith oblique strips as shown in Fig. 6(b). Due to
the reduction of the modes and the dependences, the computation
complexity of every CUDA thread decreases. The whole speed can
be improved to some extent. Of course, the elimination of two
modes will result in some quality loss of the encoding. But the
loss is acceptable in many situations, especially when speed is
needed.
(2) The combined frame strategy

Table 4 displays the change of the average degree of parallelism
as the frame size varies. Thedegree of parallelismmeanshowmany
blocks can be processed simultaneously at a specific moment. And
the average degree of parallelism denotes the average number of
blocks that can be processed simultaneously during a specific time
span. It is clear that bigger size is better for the average degree of
parallelism. So the combined frame strategy is used, which stitches
several frames into a bigger frame. A combined frame can be
represented by (w, h), where w is the number of frames in vertical
direction, while h is the number of frames in horizontal direction.
It means that there are totallyw×h frames in the combined frame.
These frames are independent, so they can even be selected from
different videos.

For some blocks on the boundaries of original frames, more
considerations are needed. Generally, a block has predictors from
the left, the upper, the upper left and the upper right blocks (see
Fig. 7(a)). However, blocks on the boundaries will not obey the
rule as shown in Fig. 7(c), because they may be no longer on

boundaries of the combined frame. It means that these blocks refer
to wrong predictors which probably lead to massive distortions
in compressed videos. To solve this problem, a preprocessor
is introduced to deal with the boundary blocks before starting
the process. It removes some inappropriate prediction modes
according to the position of the current block. For the blocks on the
boundary, the modes that will cause the wrong predictions will be
removed.

Before the prediction stage, all available modes of every 4 × 4
block in the combined framewill be computed and stored in global
memory.

5.3. Task scheduling on heterogeneous CPU–GPU system

We implement parallel intra prediction on heterogeneous
CPU–GPU system with CUDA. There is one host algorithm and
two kernels in our solution. The host algorithm is responsible
for the data allocation, memory transformation (transferring data
between host memory and GPU memory), process control and
kernel launch. The major steps are summarized in Algorithm 2. In
the following, we mainly discuss about the two kernels.
(1) Preprocessor kernel

This kernel is for preprocessing. For each combined frame,
the preprocessor only executes one time, and the time cost by
this kernel is almost negligible compared with the prediction
stage.

The preprocessor kernel is launched with a CUDA thread block
size of (4, 4, 16). Itmeans that one thread block has 4×4×16 = 256
threads. One thread block covers 4 × 4 = 16 subblocks. Every
thread is for one pixel and 16 threads are responsible for one
subblock. For the 5-step algorithm in the preprocessor, 8 threads
selected from the 16 threads are used for every subblock.

The CUDA grid size is (paddedWidth ≫ 4, paddedHeight ≫ 4).
Here, paddedWidth and paddedHeight are the width and length of
the padded combined frame.

The preprocessor generates four best candidate modes which
are to be stored in global memory for all blocks in the combined
frame by the parallel fastmode decision, and take specialmeasures
to handle the boundary of frames as mentioned above.
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Fig. 7. (a) Dependent predictors of current block. (b) Predictors generated by current block for adjacent blocks. (c) Three cases for blocks on the Boundary. (The black line
is the boundary.)

(2) Intra prediction kernel
This kernel is for intra prediction. It is responsible for pixel-level

parallel intra prediction. One thread is in charge of the prediction
of one pixel.

Algorithm 3 shows the intra prediction kernel of IntraPredic-
tionkernel() in Algorithm 2. The size of the thread block in this ker-
nel is also set to (4, 4, 16), namely 256 threads (the threadIdx in
Algorithm 3 is the index of these threads). As mentioned in Sec-
tion 5.2, one thread block covers 4 block (4 × 4 subblock) pairs
(for full encoding order) or 4 blocks (for selective encoding order),
Namely 64 threads cover one block pair or one block. Moreover,
the grid size is set according to the number of blocks needed by
the second stage shown in Fig. 6.

In the kernel, only the prediction sub-process can utilize all
256 threads, whereas others can only use 128 threads at most.
For example, for the stage of preparing the unified predictor array
for each thread block, one thread is responsible for one predictor
copying. In every block pair, there are 16×2 = 32 predictors to be
copied from global memory to shared memory (as Fig. 4(b) shows
that every subblock has 16 predictors, among which, 13 ones are
valid). Therefore, for 4 block pairs in the thread block, 4×32 = 128
threads are required for this copying operation.

For other sub-processes such as computing low complexity
RD values, choosing the mode with minimum value as the best
mode, there are only 16 threads required for the 4 block pairs.
And for sub-processes such as integer transform, quantization and
dequantization process, only 64 threads are needed.

In addition, most of sub-processes in the intra prediction kernel
are based on the table lookup algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 if it
is needed.

Here, we pay more attention to the intra prediction kernel for
full encoding order. As aforementioned, in full encoding order, one
thread block covers 4 block pairs. For two blocks in one block
pair, the left block should be processed before the right one (see
Fig. 6(a)) because of data dependence. If we use one kernel to deal
all 4 block pairs, the kernel should be divided into two parts. The
first part is for all four left blocks and the second part is for all
four right blocks. Before starting the second part, all threads of the
thread blockmust wait for all other threads to finish their first part
computation. Some synchronization method is needed. In general,
atomic functions provided by CUDA can be used to perform this
synchronization. However, the atomic operations are very time-
consuming for some GPUs that do not have a second level cache of
global memory.

Herewemake a self-synchronizingmethodbybreaking the task
in the original kernel into two sub-tasks packaged in two smaller
kernels (see Fig. 8). One kernel is responsible for the four left blocks
and the other kernel is for the four right blocks. Actually,we can see
that the two kernels have the same logic flow except for different
input data such as predictors.

Therefore, CPU launches the two small kernels to GPU one
by one for every 4 block pairs. Then, self-synchronizing can be
achieved between the two small sequential kernels efficiently. No
other atomic functions are needed.

Fig. 8. A self-synchronizing method: breaking the task in the original kernel into
two sub-tasks packaged in two smaller kernels.

5.4. Discussion

In this section,wewill discuss some tradeoffswhen implement-
ing the proposed parallel intra prediction. There are three types of
tradeoffs.

(a) Bank conflicts. In Section 5.1, we propose a table lookup algo-
rithm which succeeds in eliminating branches of the irregular
prediction formulas. In fact the irregular feature is relocated
to the operations of block threads retrieving predictors from
shared memory, which perhaps results in terrible bank con-
flicts. 16 threads in a halfwarp for Algorithm 1 which is sched-
uled in one SM in parallel, may simultaneously access some
predictors. In other words, some predictors in the same banks
may be accessed by different threads at the same time, which
causes bank conflict in sharedmemory. Fortunately, our exper-
imental results show that the bank conflicts are limited with
few side effects on performance.

(b) Computation of blank blocks in padding. The padding area
bringsmore computation. However, as the frame size becomes
larger, the ratio of the additional computation to the original
goes down. Therefore, the combined frame strategy can de-
crease the negative impacts introduced by the padding oper-
ations.

(c) The effect of fastmode decision. We adopt fastmode decision
in the proposed algorithm to prune modes that are less likely
to be the optimal one. This pruning step might result in loss of
video quality and increase of the bit rate of encoding. However,
many existing works with fast mode decision have shown that
fast mode decision only generates a few side effects for intra
prediction.
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Table 5
Machines with different GPUs.

No. 1 2 3

CPU Intel Xeon E5-2670 @ 2.60 GHz Intel Core i7 950 @ 3.07 GHz Intel Core i7 920 @ 2.67 GHz
GPU NVIDIA Tesla K20 NVIDIA GTX460 NVIDIA GTX295
Memory 32 GB 16 GB 6 GB
OS Redhat 6.2 (2.6.32–220) Centos 5.9 (2.6.18–348) Redhat 5.5 (2.6.18–194)
Compiler GCC 4.4.6 GCC 4.1.2 GCC 4.1.2
CUDA runtime 5.0 4.0 2.3

then

then

then

if

if

end if

end if

end if

6. Experimental evaluation

6.1. Experimental environment

To thoroughly evaluate the performance of the presented
approach, three kinds of machines with different GPU devices are
used to conduct experiments. The details of the hardware devices
and the environments are shown in Table 5. We use three kinds
of GPUs, which are K20, GTX460 and GTX295. They represent
three kinds of popular architectures of GK110, GF104 and G200
respectively. NVIDIA nvcc and GCC compilers are applied.

We apply our approach to 18 standard video sequences with
resolutions of CIF (352 × 288), 1080p (1920 × 1080) or 2160p
(3840 × 2160) as shown in Table 6 [21]. These videos are captured
for varying types of scenes and include various challenges such
as static scenes with highly detailed structure, active motion blur
with few details.

We compare our approach with other five algorithms quantita-
tively. To make fair comparison, the fast mode decision [6] is both
involved in our proposed algorithm and some existing algorithms.

Serial Algorithm 1A is the baseline object for comparison. It is
from JM 18.2 [2] and executed on CPU.

Serial Algorithm 1B adopts the fast mode decision [6] based on
1A algorithm.

Parallel Algorithm 2 takes the 7-step order (see Fig. 2(c))
into account and the strategies of slice-level and block-level
parallelisms are realized.

Parallel Algorithm 3A takes the improved 10-step order (see
Fig. 2(d)). It is realized based on the work of [7] on CUDA.

Parallel Algorithm 3B adds the fast mode decision to 3A.
Proposed Algorithm 4A applies all optimizations in Section 5

(the fast mode decision, the selective encoding order by removing
the prediction modes 3 and 7, etc.). The combination scheme for
CIF is (8, 12), as well as (8, 12) for 1080p and (4, 6) for 2160p.

Proposed Algorithm 4B is similar to the proposed Algorithm
4A. The version of 4B does not remove the prediction modes 3
and 7.

Table 6
Videos for evaluation.

ID Video name Resolution Frames FPS

1 Bus 352 × 288 96 30
2 City 352 × 288 288 30
3 Football 352 × 288 192 30
4 Foreman 352 × 288 288 30
5 News 352 × 288 288 30
6 Cactus 1920 × 1080 480 50
7 Blue sky 1920 × 1080 192 25
8 Pedestrian area 1920 × 1080 288 25
9 Riverbed 1920 × 1080 192 25

10 Rush hour 1920 × 1080 480 25
11 Station2 1920 × 1080 288 25
12 Sunflower 1920 × 1080 480 25
13 Tractor 1920 × 1080 672 25
14 Crowd run 3840 × 2160 480 50
15 Ducks take off 3840 × 2160 480 50
16 In to tree 3840 × 2160 480 50
17 Old town cross 3840 × 2160 480 50
18 Park joy 3840 × 2160 480 50

Three QP (quantization parameter) values are employed in
the experiments. They are 20, 28 and 36, which represent high
quality, normal quality and low quality respectively. The QP value
is the quantization step size employed in the quantization and
dequantization stages. With larger QP value, the bit rate of videos
gets smaller and the video quality degrades.

6.2. Optimal combination scheme

We first introduce the combination scheme used for the
proposed algorithms during evaluations. Recall that in Section 5,
themaximal degree of parallelismdepends on size of the combined
frame. By increasing themaximal parallel scale, the performance of
the proposed algorithm improves. Sowe need to compare different
combination schemes to find the optimal one.

As shown in Fig. 9, the average encoding time of the proposed
Algorithm 4B is tested for different combination schemes on
Machine 1 in this experiment. The color bar stands for the average
encoding time (in ms) of specific resolution. White areas mean
that the combination schemes on corresponding coordinates are
invalid. The coordinates with low encoding time occur in the
center.

The x axis and the y axis represent the width and height (in
frames) of the combined frame in normal frames. Good perfor-
mance can be achieved with large combined frame. Note that in
Fig. 9(c), the value of (5, 6) and (6, 5) is bigger than that of (4, 6) and
(6, 4). That is because the proposed algorithm runs out of shared
memory or registers. In other words, the size of the optimal com-
bined frame is the one factor that may make the shared memory
or registers reach its limit. Based on the experimental results, we
choose scheme (8, 12) for CIF and 1080p and scheme (4, 6) for
2160p, according to the performance shown in the figure.

6.3. Performance comparison

We apply all seven algorithms mentioned above over the
18 video sequences in Table 6 and measure their respective
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Fig. 9. Combination schemesmap tested onmachine 1. (a) CIF. (b) 1080p. (c) 2160p.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.).

encoding time. Firstly, we perform experiments on Machine 1
with differentQPs to demonstrate howperformance changeswhen
using different video qualities. Secondly, we conduct experiments
on three machines with the same QP to illustrate how different
environments affect the encoding time. In this section, we regard
Algorithm 1A as the baseline algorithm and use the speedup ratios
to Algorithm 1A to compare performance of other algorithms.

Experimental results on Machine 1 (with different QPs) are de-
picted in Table 7. The speedups are reported based on the aver-
age values. The data transmission time between device memory
on GPU and host memory has been considered. From the table,
one can observe that Alg. 3B and Alg. 1B get higher speedups (both
about 1.3 times) than Alg. 3A and Alg. 1A respectively. It demon-
strates that fast mode decision can largely reduce computational

complexity. Alg. 2 reduces the encoding time to the half of Alg. 1A
approximately.

The speedups generally are low. The low degree of parallelism
is the main reason. Even though the modes 3 and 7 have been re-
moved from Algorithm 2, it makes little difference. Note that the
Algorithm 3A and Algorithm 3B have widely changed speedups.
The cause is the size of the frame, which is the key factor that af-
fects the degree of parallelism. The poor performance of Algorithm
3A and 3B is caused by the small resolution.

Our proposed Alg. 4A and Alg. 4B outperform all the other al-
gorithms under all conditions. In practice, Alg. 4B always performs
better because of the better tradeoff between the encoding speed
and the quality loss. The reasonwhyAlg. 4A surpasses Alg. 4B in en-
coding time is that twomodes for prediction are eliminated in Alg.
4A. Therefore, Alg. 4Awill suffer from quality loss like Alg. 2, which
only has an average speedup of 2× relative to Alg. 1A. Due to the
low degree of parallelism, Alg. 2 cannot exploit the performance of
Machine 1. Compared with Alg. 3B, Alg. 4B doubles the speedups
in the 1080p and 2160p video sequences and has 6× speedup in
CIF video sequences. The poor performance of Alg. 3A and Alg. 3B
on CIF is caused by the small amount of parallelism. Alg. 4A and
Alg. 4B overcome the problem by introducing the combined frame
strategy. In general, the performance improves along with the in-
crease of the frame size. The details of performance with different
QP values are shown in Fig. 10.

Additionally, notice the relationship between the value of QP
and the speedups. It is clear that the speedups of those CUDA-
based algorithms relative to Algorithm 1A decrease as the value
of QP increases. It is mainly because the traditional Algorithm 1A
uses an optimization strategy that zero values will be detected and
skipped by the encoder in quantization stage (it is reasonable in
such kind of serial algorithms), while, this optimization cannot be
used in the CUDA-based implementations. The main reason is that
lots of logic branches would be produced to judge whether there
are zero values in the quantization stage, then decide whether to
skip themor not. This optimization also results in the fluctuation of
processing time in traditional serial prediction algorithms. While,
we cannot see this kind of fluctuation in parallel ones due to
lack of this optimization. It is clear that the proposed algorithm
is independent from the image content. In other words, the
complexity of the image content cannot affect the effectiveness of
the parallel algorithms.

The fast mode decision is used in our presented algorithm,
which decreases the quality of videos and increases the bit rates to
some extent. Table 8 gives the results in detail. Let 1PSNR denote
the deterioration of PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio), and 1BR
denote the deterioration of the bit rate (BR). They can be obtained
by formulas (13) and (14).

1PSNR = 1/n ×


(PSNRk − PSNRko) (13)

1BR = 1/n ×


((BRk − BRko)/BRko). (14)

Here the subscript k is used to indicate the corresponding variable
is obtained from the algorithm that employs the fast mode
decision, while the subscript ko is for one without fast mode
decision. The n is the number of the videoswith specific resolution.

It is clear that we can neglect the average PSNR loss that is
less than 0.1 dB. However, for bit rates, the increases cannot be
ignored because about half of them go over 5%. However, for some
situations, such as cloud gaming service, which are more sensitive
to the latency than to the bandwidth, the increases of bit rates are
still acceptable.

Table 9 shows the speedups on different machines (the results
on machine 1 were shown in Table 7) with the same QP (equal to
20). All algorithmshave similar performance on differentmachines
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Table 7
Speedups compared to Alg. 1A [2] (Machine 1).

Alg. 1B [6] Alg. 2 Alg. 3A [7] Alg. 3B [7,6] Alg. 4A Alg. 4B

QP = 20
CIF 1.33 2.14 1.05 1.38 9.38 7.82
1080p 1.35 1.93 3.87 4.89 13.08 12.34
2160p 1.31 2.70 5.65 7.17 14.84 14.05
QP = 28
CIF 1.36 1.99 0.98 1.28 8.72 7.29
1080p 1.36 1.80 3.59 4.54 12.09 11.41
2160p 1.36 2.46 5.25 6.49 13.06 12.37
QP = 36
CIF 1.36 1.84 0.89 1.16 7.96 6.65
1080p 1.35 1.68 3.32 4.20 11.15 10.52
2160p 1.38 2.32 4.87 5.89 12.28 11.59

Notice: Alg. XX denotes the Algorithms XX mentioned in Section 6.1.

Table 8
Average loss of video quality and the increase of bit rate (Alg. 4A to Alg. 1A).

QP Resolution 1BR% 1PSNR

20
CIF 2.16% −0.016
1080p 3.10% −0.023
2160p 1.30% −0.026

28
CIF 3.67% −0.029
1080p 7.89% −0.047
2160p 2.89% −0.049

36
CIF 6.59% −0.022
1080p 12.02% −0.080
2160p 7.68% −0.087

Table 9
Average speedup compared to Alg. 1A (QP = 20).

Alg. 1B Alg. 2 Alg. 3A Alg. 3B Alg. 4A Alg. 4B

Machine 2
CIF 1.39 1.81 1.97 2.70 11.71 9.66
1080p 1.41 2.11 3.16 4.58 13.12 11.40
2160p 1.38 2.92 3.81 5.57 14.45 12.41
Machine 3
CIF 1.39 3.20 1.02 1.38 9.51 7.51
1080p 1.40 2.11 1.30 2.03 9.37 7.90
2160p 1.37 0.35 1.53 2.43 10.18 8.92

expect for abnormal results of Alg. 2 on Machine 3. The speedup
decreases as the size of frame increases. This might be caused by
the limited host memory of Machine 3 and the instability of Alg. 2.
The details of performance for each video sequence on different
machines are shown in Fig. 11. (The case on machine 1 can be
seen in Fig. 10.) According to Table 7 and Table 9, we observe that
the proposed algorithms are very stable and are able to achieve
good performance on machines with different devices. They can
handle video sequences from small size to very big size such as
8k × 4k. Compared with the state-of-the-art Alg. 3A and Alg. 3B,
the proposed algorithm can achieve 2×–3× speedup in 1080p and
2160p and 5×–6× speedup in CIF.

6.4. Evaluation of fast mode decision

In Section 5, we introduced the fast mode decision algorithm
into the proposed solution. The computational complexity de-
creases by pruningmodeswhich are usually not the optimalmode.
However, we have to accept side effects, i.e., loss of video quality
and the increase of bit rate of encoding. In Fig. 12, we present de-
tailed statistics caused by fast mode decision.

For most of video sequences, the PSNR loss is less than 0.1 dB
and the bit rate increases less than 10%. With lower QP values,
the performance of the algorithm becomes better. Therefore,
sometimes people tend to employ lower QP values to obtain a
better quality video with larger bit rate. Fig. 10. Intra prediction on machine 1. (a) QP = 20. (b) QP = 28. (c) QP = 36.
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Fig. 11. Intra prediction with QP = 20. (a) Machine 2. (b) Machine 3.

Note that there are some abrupt peaks in the figures. This is
because the fast mode decision based on intensity gradient is not
good at dealingwith videoswithmany details. Fastmode decisions
with different QP values have preference on video sequences of
different styles. QP value should be chosen according to the video
style to ensure high performance. For example, for the video of
No. 11, low QP value resulted in obvious loss of PSNR. It is not a
good idea to use fast mode decision with low QP value. However,
for No. 13, the loss of PSNR and the increase of bit rate with low QP
value are both acceptable.

Here one thing should bemade clear that the fastmode decision
algorithm is presented by previous research [6]. We just used it
in our algorithm. Therefore, the loss of PSNR and the increase of
bit rate are brought by the existing fast mode decision, not by our
presented algorithm.

7. Conclusion

To promote intra prediction into a novel fine-grained paral-
lelism stage, we present a novel parallel partition mechanism for
it, named FIPIP based onGPUs.We find that the biggest obstacle for
realizing fine-grained parallel intra prediction on GPU is the large
number of logic branches brought by the diversity of prediction
formulas and the constraints from H.264. To overcome the prob-
lem, in this paper, we propose three methods. First, transform ir-
regular prediction formulas into a unified form. Second, introduce a
parameter table and a predictor unit to switch diversified branches
into irregular accesses to shared memory (the lookup of Table 3
and the unified predictor array in Fig. 4(b)). Third, a table lookup
algorithm is proposed to ensure that threads can access irregular
locations of predictors efficiently and perform unified intra predic-
tion. Moreover, in order to build larger combined frame for coarse-
grained parallelism, we propose two new encoding orders by

Fig. 12. Performance of fast mode decision. (a) PSNR loss. (b) Bit rate increase.

taking the method of the improved 10-step encoding order and
a combined frame strategy. Both of the fine-grained and coarse-
grained methods are combined together to improve the per-
formance of the intra prediction. An efficient self-synchronizing
method is realized for the fine-grained task scheduling on het-
erogeneous CPU–GPU architecture. In addition to parallelization,
some fast mode decision methods have been taken into account to
accelerate intra prediction.

The experiment results on graphics cards GTX295, GTX460 and
K20 demonstrated that the presented algorithm FIPIP has good
performance. It outperforms the state-of-the-art works with a
speedup of about 2–6 times, and has a speedup of about 6× to
14× compared to the JM18.2. In the future, we plan to probe some
potential schemes for the parallelism of the intra prediction in P,
and B frames (at present, the presented approach just works with
I frame). Moreover, we will try to extend the proposed algorithm
into the next generation standard of HEVC [22].
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